The best way to track your issue is to Sign Up for a YourGOV account. However, issues can be submitted without creating an account.

**SIGN UP / SIGN IN**

a) Click on the Sign Up button in the upper right hand corner of the screen.

b) Enter your information (name, email) and create a password.

c) Click the Sign Up button.

Returning users can click the Sign In button and enter their email and password.

**REPORT AN ISSUE**

CLICK ON + TO ADD AN ISSUE
VIEW AN ISSUE

If you are Signed in, you can view the issues you submitted. Please note Code Compliance issues can only be viewed on the My Issues tab by the person who submitted the request.

1. SPECIFY LOCATION BY CLICKING MAP AND DRAGGING MARKER OR ENTER ADDRESS ABOVE
2. ADD PHOTO FROM YOUR COMPUTER
3. SELECT ISSUE TYPE
4. ENTER DESCRIPTION
5. SUBMIT ISSUE

TAB BETWEEN ‘ALL ISSUES’ AND ‘MY ISSUES’
CLICK ON ISSUE TO SEE MORE INFORMATION
UPDATE USER INFORMATION
MARKERS REPRESENT ISSUES. CLICK TO SEE ISSUE DETAILS